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We consider sharing problems, i.e., the minimization of separable objectives f (x)= 
max{~(xj) ] j -  1 . . . . .  n} on polyhedra from linear and combinatorial optimization. An algebraic 
approach enables a unifying treatment of quite different 'share' functions ~ as well as of real, 
rational and integral variables. We develop a dual (threshold) method based on lower bounds 
from knapsack sharing problems. Finiteness and efficiency is derived for several applications, in 
particular on submodular flow and matching polyhedra. 
1. Introduction 
In the literature, separable objective functions f are usually defined by a sum, i.e., 
f(x) = £jfj(xj). The objective function of a sharing problem is the maximum of 
such functions, i.e., 
f(x) := max fj(xj) (1.1) 
J 
The sharing problem is 
min{f(x) lx~P} 
where P denotes the set of feasible solutions. The adjective 'sharing' seems to be 
coined by Brown [1979a] when solving knapsack sharing problems where 
P={x]  ~jxj=b,x>_O}. The goal to be achieved is to minimize the value of the 
maximal 'share' function f; by suitable choice of the 'shares' xj. Sharing problems 
are also addressed as minimax problems or, as we prefer, minimax-sharing pro- 
blems. The general term minimax problem may be reserved for the general 
nonseparable case which is not discussed here. Obviously, there is also a maximin- 
sharing problem 
max{g(x) lx~P} 
with g(x) := mini gj(xj). However, maximin-sharing and minimax-sharing problems 
can usually be reduced to each other by suitable transformation of the problem 
data. 
Many papers discuss the particular case of linear share functions ~(xj) := n(i. x i, 
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wj > O, j = 1 . . . . .  n. Real and integral variables are often treated separately. Tamir 
[1982] admits linear constraints Ax>_b, O<_x<u with integral data satisfying the 
following condition: The corresponding polyhedron P is either empty or contains 
an integral point fo r  all integral b, u. That strong condition is e.g. satisfied for net- 
work flow polyhedra. Tamir's result can easily be seen to be valid in the more 
general case when his condition is weakened by replacing 'for all integral b, u' by 
' for all integral u'. Tamir develops an O(n-q)-algorithm for the case of integral 
variables where O(q) is the complexity of an algorithm for solving that sharing pro- 
blem for real variables. 
Brown [1983] considers network flow circulations and admits rather general 
isotone share functions on real or integral variables. He develops a finite method 
for real variables and discusses the necessary changes for integral variables. For 
single-source single-sink networks, Ichimori et al. [1980], [1981] give different effi- 
cient algorithms for linear share functions on reals and on integral variables. If the 
share functions occur only on the arcs entering the sink, say f j  - - oo for j ~ T, then 
the sharing problem with real variables can be solved in O( IT ] • p) where O(p) is 
the complexity of a maximum flow algorithm (cf. Brown [1979b], Fujishige [1980], 
and Ichimori et al. [1982]). Tamir's approach gives an O(1 T] 2. p)-algorithm in the 
case of integral variables. 
Megiddo [1974], [1977] and Fujishige [1980] discuss a lexicographical version of 
sharing problems with linear share functions. That more difficult problem is not 
covered here. 
In Section 2, we introduce residuated functions on totally ordered sets. All share 
functions considered in the following sections are residuated. Residuated functions 
are isotone and continuous from the left. These conditions are sufficient for residua- 
tion on conditionally complete sets. The general concept enables a unifying develop- 
ment of methods both for rather different appearing share functions, e.g., for linear 
share functions as well as for bottleneck share functions, and for real, rational or 
integer variables. Threshold techniques, similar to those for bottleneck problems in 
Edmonds and Fulkerson [1970], are applied. A parametric technique similar to that 
of Meggido [1979] for rational objective functions is described for linear share func- 
tions on real, rational or, in particular cases, integral variables. 
In Section 3, we develop a general version of Brown's [1979a] algorithm for solv- 
ing knapsack sharing problems. Here, we assume that the variables are drawn from 
a totally ordered, commutative group. That method is basic for the development of 
dual (threshold) methods in the following sections where it is used for the calcula- 
tion of lower bounds. 
In Section 4, we describe a finite dual (threshold) method for sharing problems 
on polyhedra P. The method can not be applied for integral variables, in general. 
On the other hand it shows how corresponding methods for combinatorial optimiza- 
tion problems will be derived provided that a linear description of the convex hull 
of the feasible, integral points is known. 
In Section 5, we develop in detail such a method for group-valued submodular 
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flow sharing problems. The method is based on the concept of shortest augmenting 
paths as developed in Frank [1981b] and Zimmermann [1982a], [1982b]. The com- 
plexity of the method depends on the particular choice of the share functions. In- 
tegral, rational and real variables are basically treated in the same manner. For 
bottleneck and linear share functions we can give polynomial complexity bounds. 
The latter problem needs parametric treatment. Specialisations of the methods are 
the methods of Brown [1983] and Ichimori et al. [1980], [1981], [1982] for real and 
integral variables. 
In Section 6, we describe an analogue finite, dual method for perfect b-matching 
sharing problems. Here, by definition of the problem, all variables are integers. The 
basic subroutine used is the blossom method of Edmonds and Johnson [1970]. 
Again, for bottleneck and particularly easy linear share functions the method is 
efficient. 
In the discussion of Sections 5 and 6, the reader should observe that for the 
development of the methods it suffices to know a method for solving the correspond- 
ing unweighted combinatorial optimization problem and a combinatorial form of 
the respective strong duality theorem. 
2. Residuated functions 
As mentioned in the introduction, we consider a rather general class of share 
functions defined on totally ordered sets. Let (M, _<) and (N, <_) denote two totally 
ordered sets. An isotone function f :  M-~N is called residuaWd if and only if the 
level sets 
L(y) := {x ~ M [f(x)< y} 
are nonempty and contain a maximum element for all yeN.  Then, f÷:N--.M, 
defined by 
f÷(y) := max L(y), (2.1) 
is called the residual function of f .  We remark that, equivalently, a function 
f :  M--*N is residuated if and only if there exists a function f÷ : N~M satisfying 
f(x)<_y ¢, x<_f+(y) (2.2) 
for xEM, yEN (cf. Blyth and Janowitz [1972]). Clearly, f÷ is isotone and the 
level sets L÷(x):= {yeNlx<_f+(y)} have minimum element f(x) for all xEM. 
Such functions are called dually residuated. 
For ease of description, we assume w.l.o.g, that M is bounded, i.e., M contains 
a minimum and a maximum, say M= {x[a<_x<_fl}=: [a, fl]. Then, f(a) is the 
minimum of N. a and fl correspond to finite or infinite bounds on the variables of 
the sharing problem. 
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Bottleneck share functions. Let N := 7/+. Then f :  M~Z+ defined by f(a) := 0 and 
f(x) :=ae7/+ for all x>a is called a bottleneck share function. Its residual func- 
tion f+ is defined by f+(y) := a for y < a and by f+(y) := fl otherwise. An objective 
function f composed of such share functions f j  : [aj, flj]--" {0, aj} has the form 
f(x)=max{ajlxj>aj} (x-~a) 
(f(a) := O) where a T = (al, ..., an). 
Share functions on conditionally complete M. A totally ordered set M is called con- 
ditionally complete if any subset A c__ M, which is bounded from below, has a well- 
defined infimum in M, inf A e M. For example, ~ and Z are conditionally complete. 
Existence of sup A is implied for subsets A bounded from above. Since we assume 
M= [a,/?], any subset A is bounded from above and below. Let f :  M- ,N  be an 
isotone function. Then f is continuous from the left at 2 e M, if for all y <f0?) there 
exists x<2 such that x<x'  implies y<f(x').  We observe that residuation implies 
continuity from the left. If M is conditionally complete then continuity from the left 
is sufficient for residuation of isotone functions, too. Similarly, isotone functions 
on conditionally complete M are dually residuated iff they are continuous from the 
right. In particular, if Me_ 7/U { + oo}, then any isotone function is residuated and 
dually residuated. We remark that a conditionally complete abelian group is 
necessarily isomorph to (N, +, __<) or (Y, +, _<) (cf. Zimmermann [19811). 
Share functions on real~integral numbers. Let I=  [a, fl], J=  [a,b] c_ NU {+ co} 
denote two intervals and let f :  I~ J  be an isotone function with f (a)  = a. Then, f 
is residuated if and only if f is continuous from the left. A particularly simple ex- 
ample is a linear share function f,  defined by f (x ) := 7" x+ fi for y, f ie ~ with y > 0. 
Then, f+(y) :=(y- f i ) /y .  In the discrete case, i.e., f ' : I ' - - , J  with interval 
I 'c_7/U{+oo}, any isotone function f '  is residuated. Furthermore, if f '  is the 
restriction of a residuated function f :  I--, J to the integers, then (f') + (y) = Lf  + (y) J 
where [_aJ :=max{ye 7/ly<_a}. In particular, the residual of a linear share func- 
tion f ' : I '~  J, defined by f ' (x ) :=  7" x + fi as above is f+(y)= L(y -o ) /y J .  
We consider the sharing problem 
z*:=min{f(x)]xcP} (2.3) 
where the set of feasible points P is a subset of M Ix  M 2 x .-- x M n and where the 
objective function 
f(x) := max{ fj(xj) [ j = 1 . . . . .  n} 
is composed of residuated functions f j  : Mj = [aj, flj] ~Nj  with 
Nj := {yeNly>_fj(aj)}, j= 1 ..... n. 
All sets Mj, Nj, N are totally ordered. We assume, that z* exists and is attained for 
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some x e P. Clearly, 
f (  a) <_ z* <_ f(f l ) .  
We define 
P(z) : = {x ~ P ]xj <_fj÷ (z), j = 1 . . . . .  n } 
for z>_f(a). We observe that 
xeP(z )  = f(x)<_Z 
and that 
(2.4) 
z* = min{ y]P(y)*13} (2.5) 
or, equivalently, that 
y<z*  ¢, P(y)=13. (2.6) 
Some general approaches for solving (2.3) can be formulated based on sub- 
procedures for checking emptiness of P(y) .  In a primal approach we generate a se- 
quence of strictly decreasing z>_z *, in a dual (threshold) approach we generate a se- 
quence of strictly increasing z<z  *, and in a typical binary search approach we 
generate a chain of intervals containing z*. A similar approach is discussed for 
bottleneck problems in Edmonds and Fulkerson [1970]. 
In the case of integral values, binary search is a promising approach when good 
initial upper and lower bounds are available, say z_<_z*<_g. Then binary search 
determines z* in O(q. log(g-_z)) where O(q) is the complexity of finding xeP(z ) ,  
if P(z)4:13, resp. establishing emptiness of P(z). 
We remark that evaluations of f j  and fj+ will be neglected throughout the paper 
if not explicitly stated. For example, if P= {xeg+]Ax=b},  i.e., if P is the set of 
the integral points in a polyhedron, then binary search yields a finite method for 
determining z* (A ,b  are assumed to be integral). In particular, if we consider 
bottleneck share functions, then the complexity of binary search is O(q. n log n). 
For linear share functions on real or rational numbers, an idea of Megiddo [1979] 
can be applied using a 'parametric' version of the subprocedure for checking emp- 
tiness of P(z). Interpreting z as unknown parameter, we observe that P(z) is given 
in terms of 'parametric'  data of the form a + zb with real or rational a, b. In fact, 
only the upper bounds are explicitly given in 'parametric'  form. We assume that an 
O(q)-method for finding xe  P(z) or for establishing P(z)= 13 is known and that the 
method only uses additions, subtractions and comparisons. Clearly, such an algo- 
rithm handles parametric data as well, e.g., (a + zb) - (a' + zb') = (a - a') + z(b - b'). 
The only difficulty occurs when comparing parametric data. Let _z< z*---g denote 
appropriate lower and upper bounds. Now, if a+zb and a '+zb '  are compared in 
a step of the algorithm, then the result differs for z<_z ' and z>z ' ,  where z ' :=  
(a ' -a ) / (b -b ' )  with be:b'.  Therefore, if _z<z'<g, the algorithm pauses and the 
nonparametric version is applied to P(z') .  If P(z ' )  = 13, then let _z := z'. Otherwise, 
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let zS:= z'. After that updating of the current bounds, the algorithm is restarted. 
Now, the above comparison is well defined for all z in the reduced interval. Finally, 
the 'parametric' algorithm yields an answer to the problem for all z in the interval 
considered. In particular, 
z* = min{z ]_z < z<~, P(z) ~e0}. 
If O(p) is a bound on the number of comparisons in the nonparametric version, 
then the complete method is of complexity O(pq). The approach is successfully ap- 
plied to network flow sharing in Ichimori et al. [1980]. Similarly, a polynomial 
method for submodular flow sharing is derived in Section 5. 
For linear share functions on integral numbers, the 'parametric' approach seems 
to fail. The occuring parametric data are of the form a+ Y~tbtfT(z). If ~(xj) := 
yjxj+fj ,  j= l  . . . . .  n, with ~j,f~jE~-, yj>O, then leads to dif- 
ficulties when comparing parametric data. A function (p(z):= ~ btL(z-~J)/YtJ for 
z e 27 may have infinitely many changes in sign, i.e., (p(z) • (p(z + 1) < 0, since the coef- 
ficients are not restricted in sign. However, if yj = 1 for all j--- 1 . . . . .  n, then we get 
parametric data of the form a+ b[zJ, which can be handled in a parametric ap- 
proach similar to the above reasoning. Again, the complete method is of complexity 
O(pq). That approach leads to a polynomial method for perfect b-matching shar- 
ing, provided y---1. 
In the following sections, we will develop more sophisticated and detailed versions 
of the threshold method for particular sets P drawn from linear and combinatorial 
optimization. 
3. Knapsack sharing 
In this section, (M, +, <)  is a totally ordered, abelian group and (N, _<) is a totally 
ordered set. We consider esiduated share functions f~ : Mj-- ,N t, j - -  1 . . . . .  n, where 
M t c__ M has minimum ctj and maximum flj and where N t := { y ~ N I y ___fj(at) }. The 
knapsack sharing problem is 
z* :=min  x)]b<_ ~ xt; x jeM; , j=  l ..... n (3.1) 
j= l  
where f(x) := max{ f j(x;) I J  = 1 .. . . .  n} is assumed to attain its minimum on the set P 
of feasible solutions, i.e. on P = {x I b <_ ~t xj; xj e Mj, j = 1 ..... n} with b e M. 
For example, we consider the mixed bottleneck napsack sharing problem. Then, 
M = N, Mj := [0, fit] for j = 1 . . . . .  k, and Mj := [0, fit] N 2~ for j = k + 1 .. . . .  n. The ob- 
jective function is f(x)=max{aj Ixt>0} for x~e0. We assume b>0.  The reader will 
have no difficulties to formulate a greedy (dual) method for efficiently solving that 
problem. 
In the following we generalize a method which Brown [1979al develops for the 
corresponding maximin sharing problem with real-valued share-functions on real 
and integral variables. 
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P is nonempty iff b<_ ~jflj, and fl is the unique optimal solution if b= ~jflj. If 
b_< ~j aj, then a is an optimal solution. In order to exclude these trivial cases, we 
assume 
E aj<b< E ~j. (3.2) 
J J 
For z>_f(a)=: Zo the residuals fj+(z), j=  1 . . . . .  n are defined. We observe 
l 
A straightforward computation eliminates all variables which attain their upper 
bound in an optimal solution. Let 
zl := max(z0, f j  (Bj)) 
for j=  1 . . . . .  n, and, for ease of description, let 
We define 
Zl <---Z2 <~ "'" <Zn. 
mini, 1 
Then 
~k I~Z*~Zk,  
and we may determine z* from 
z*=min z lb- ~ flj (z) . 
j=l  
The corresponding optimal solution x is defined by 
lflj j<k, 
x?:= f/(z*) j>>_k. 
We summarize the above discussion in the following algorithm. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
3.1. Algorithmic scheme for knapsack sharing 
Assumption: z~ -< z2-< "'" -< zn. 
1. If b> ~jflj stop (P=0);  
if b= Y,j,Sj stop (x*:=fl  is 
if b<_~jaj stop (x* :=a is 
2. Determine 
k := minl/~ [b< 
3. If b = ~jff(zk-l), then z* 
Determine 
z* := min ~z I b - ( 
optimal); 
optimal). 
fS  (za) 1 • 
:= z,_ ~ and go to 4. 
k-1 li, )'~l 
E Bj j k +(z • 
j=l  
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4. Stop (x* defined by (3.5)). 
If comparisons, additions and function evaluations of f j  and fj:~ are of constant 
complexity, then (3.1) is an O(n2+q)-method where O(q) is the complexity of 
determining z* in Step 3. We observe that 
l / (P+ : {ZlZ>-f(a)}-~ Yl (f(a)) , 
defined by 
O÷(z) :: 2 
j=k 
is an isotone function. All ~+, j = 1 . . . . .  n, are dually residuated functions. If  0 + is 
dually residuated, then existence of z* is guaranteed. Even then calculation of z* 
may be a difficult numerical problem which should be discussed for particular share 
functions and not in general. 
Mixed bottleneck napsack sharing. With the above denotations, we get z~ = a~, 
/~ = l .... , n. Since b> 0 is assumed, we find 
j= l  
i.e., Steps 2 and 3 are combined into a single step. Thus the above method is of com- 
plexity O(n) provided that al -<a2 -< "'" _<a,. 
Mixed (linear) knapsack sharing. Let M=N= ~ and let Mj=[~j ,  flj] or M i=  
[~j, BjlNZ, for j=  1 . . . . .  n. The share functions f j :  Mien j are isotone and, if Xg 
real, continuous from the left. Then, @+ is dually residuated implying the existence 
of z*. In particular, if all share functions are linear, i.e., 
fj(xj):=)ljXj-b(~j with yj,(~jU_.[~, yj>O for a l l j= l  . . . . .  n, 
then 
- J " x; real yj xj integral 
j>_k j>_k 
If all variables are real, then z*=~ for 
j= l  j=k j=k 
If some variables are integral, then 2 defined by 
2j : =fj+ (2), j= l  . . . . .  n, 
may be infeasible due to integer round-down in the integral components. Then, 
O<b-  Z -~j ~-: h<[{ j  [j>_k, xj integral} I <n-  k+ 1. 
J 
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Brown [1979a] proposed to select recursively some integral variable x, by 
fu (xu + 1) : = min { fj (2j + 1) I j >_ k, xj integral}. 
Then, ~ :=fz,(2~ + 1) is a better lower bound, and 2 and k are updated, accordingly. 
After at most n -k  + 1 steps the optimal mixed solution is found. That approach 
is valid not only for linear share functions. At first, one may solve the problem with 
all variables real. Here, an appropriate extension of the share functions 
fj:[aj, flj]ClY--.Nj corresponding to integral variables has to be chosen. We 
remark that, if ~ is isotone, then J~ : [aj, flj] ~Nj defined by ~(x) :=f j (FxT) ,  where 
Fx~ = min{a s Y lx_  a}, is continuous from the left. Since J~:~ - f j+,  the correspon- 
ding new knapsack sharing problem is equivalent o the original one. However, 
from a numerical point of view, one may prefer at least a continuous, e.g. piecewise 
linear, or even a differentiable isotone extension of fj, when determining z* in Step 
3. Then, after solving the corresponding new knapsack sharing problem in real 
variables, the above recursion may be applied to find the mixed optimal solution. 
4. LP-Sharing 
In this section, we develop a dual method for sharing on polyhedra 
P= {x~ IR n]Ax>_b,O<_x<_u}. 
The upper bounds are positive and may be infinite. Different ypes of explicit linear 
descriptions may be handled similarly. We remark that ~ may be replaced by any 
Archimedean ordered field. Different from knapsack sharing, integral variables 
lead to a much more difficult problem. For example, bottleneck integer programm- 
ing would be included as a special case which is NP-hard. We consider the LP- 
sharing problem 
Z* = min{f(x) lxe P} (4.1) 
where f(x):=max{fj(xj) I j=l . . . . .  n}. The share functions fj:[O, uj]-~Nj, j= 
1 . . . . .  n, are residuated, Nj := { y e N I y_>fj(0)}, j = 1 .... , n, and (N, _<) is a totally 
ordered set. We assume that, z* is attained for some xeP  provided that P~0.  
Nonemptiness of P can be characterized by a suitable formulation of the Farkas 
Lemma, i.e., P~0 if and only if 
w>O,y>O, yTA<w T ~ yTb<_wXu 
for all (dual) w,y of appropriate size. Let 
D := {(w, y) lw>-O,y>-O, SA  < wZ}. 
We define 
R(w, y) := {xl yTb <_ wTx, 0 <--X<_ U}, 
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for (w,y)eD. Since D is a polyhedral cone, it has a finite basis of extreme rays E, 
i.e., D = cone(E). 
Lemma 4.1. (a) P c_ R(w, y) for all (w, y) ~ D. 
(b) P~O if and only if R(w,y)~O for all (w,y)eE. 
Proof. (a). Let x~P,  (w,y)eD. Then Sb<_yTAx<_wTx. 
(b). Let (w,y)eE. Then Sb<_wTx for some xeR(w,y).  Since x<_u, we get 
yXb<<_ wTu. Now, let (w,y)6D be arbitrarily chosen. Since (w,y) is a finite, non- 
negative combination of some elements from E, we again derive yVb<_ wTu. The 
above version of the Farkas Lemma implies P:X0. [] 
We remark that in the presence of integral variables a similar nice characterization 
of feasibility is unknown since no suitable counterpart of the Farkas lemma is 
known for integer programming problems. 
We consider the following relaxation of the LP-sharing problem: 
Z(W, y) :-- min{ f(x) lx ~ R(w, y)} (4.2) 
for (w,y)eE. By Lemma 4.1(a), z(w,y)<_z*. We assume that z(w,y) is attained for 
some x ~ R(w, y) if R(w, y)--gO. We observe that (4.2) is a knapsack sharing problem 
as discussed in Section 3. In fact, we have to transform the variables x;--'Xj := wjx~, 
in order to state (4.2) precisely in the form of (3.1). 
Theorem 4.2. if P~O then 
max z(w,y)=min f(x). 
(w,y)~E x~P 
Proof. Let i := max{z(w, y) ] (w, y) e E}. We define corresponding upper bounds t~ 
by 
~j := min(uj, fj+ (~)) (4.3) 
for j = 1 .... , n. Let 2(w, y) be an optimal solution of (4.2). Then f(2) = z(w, y) <_ ~ im- 
plies J?_<fi. In particular, 
l~(w, y) := {x] yTb < _ wVx, O~x<_~} q:O (4.4) 
for all (w,y)eE. Using Lemma 4.1(b), we conclude 
/5 := {x[Ax>_b,O<_x<_fi} ~0. (4.5) 
Let 2 e/5. Then f(2) _< ~. Since 15 c_ P and ~_< z*, 2 is an optimal solution of (4.1) with 
~ = f(2) = z*. [] 
Theorem 4.2 is a strong duality theorem for LP-sharing. In particular, the set of 
dual feasible solutions is finite. Therefore, a dual method is promising provided we 
know how to improve a lower bound ~ with ~<z*.  
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4.3. Threshold method for solving (4.1) 
1. ~ :=f(0). 
2. tTj := min(ui , f f (O)  for j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
3. I f  the LP 
max{ yTb - WTt~ [yTA <-- W T, W_> 0, y-->0} 
is bounded, stop (any dual feasible x is optimal for (4.1)). 
4. Find an extreme ray (w,y) of that LP with yTb> WTt~; 
if R(W, y) = 0 stop (P = 0). 
5. Determine z(w,y); ~:=z(w,y) and go to 2. 
Obviously, 2=f(0) is a lower bound of z*, if P~0.  The LP in Step 3 admits the 
initial basic solution y = 0, w = 0. A sequence of degenerate pivot steps leads either 
to optimality of the corresponding vertex or leads to an extreme ray (w, y) showing 
unboundedness. Therefore, a simple anticycling rule seems to be recommendable, 
e.g., Bland [1977]. The LP has the dual 
min{OT xl Ax > -- b, 0 <_x<_ gt}. 
Thus, by definition of ~, if the LP is bounded, then f(x)_<~=z* for all dual feasible 
x. The following lemma implies that the threshold method (4.1) stops after a finite 
number of iterations. 
Lemma 4.4. The threshold method generates a strictly increasing sequence of lower 
bounds. 
Proof. Let ~ denote the current lower bound. Suppose z(w,y)<_2 in Step 5. Let 
£(w,y) denote the corresponding optimal solution in R(w,y). Then, f(£)<g, imply- 
ing £d<_ff(O for all j ,  thus, £_<t7. Since yTb-wTrT>0, we find 
yTb > wT~ >_ W~£ 
contrary to .~eR(w,y). [] 
Theoretically, Steps 3 and 4 are efficiently solvable as linear programming pro- 
blems. Let O(p) denote the corresponding complexity bound. Then, an iteration is 
of complexity O(p  + q) where O(q) is the complexity of solving the knapsack sharing 
problem in Step 5. 
In the particular case of bottleneck share functions, we have O(n) iterations and 
the knapsack sharing problem can be solved in O(n log n) when a sorting routine is 
added for achieving Zl ~--z2 --~< " ' "  <~Zn in the knapsack sharing problem. Then, the 
above threshold method is of polynomial complexity. We remark that similar 
threshold methods are given by Frieze [1982] and by Zimmermann [1981]. Both use 
a simpler technique for improving lower bounds which, however, is less effective. 
In the particular case of linear share functions, an iteration is of complexity 
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O(p + r/2); a general polynomial bound on the number of iterations is not known. 
Clearly, LP-sharing problems with linear share functions can be reduced to LP's of 
the form 
min{zlx  E P; fj(xj)<_z,j= 1 ..... n}. 
However, due to high degeneracy of the polyhedron that formulation seems to lead 
to difficulties in primal methods. For the case f j(xj):= wj.xj  with wj>0, Kaplan 
[1974] developed a primal 'ray'  technique. Other primal approaches apply methods 
from nonlinear programming to the more difficult nonseparable case (e.g., Posner 
and Wu [1981]). 
Although, as mentioned above, the method seems not to extend to the case of in- 
tegral variables, it conveys the general idea for solving specially structured integer 
LP. If the involved polyhedra 
P(u) = {xlAx>_b, O<_x<_u }
are integral for arbitrary upper bounds u e Z+, then the method applies. Then, the 
set of all optimal solutions of the integral LP-sharing problem 
min{f(x) l xePNZ} 
is given by P(u)N 2 n. Integral polyhedra often admit special procedures for testing 
nonemptiness. Two such polyhedra will be discussed in the following two sections. 
5. Submodular flow sharing 
Submodular flows generalize network flows as well as polymatroid intersections. 
Originally, Edmonds and Giles ]1977] prove a quite general strong duality theorem 
for the minimum cost submodular flow problem. By now, more or less all 
algorithms known for network flow problems are extended to submodular flow 
problems. 
Let G=(V,E)  denote a digraph with vertex set V and arc set E. Let Fc_2 V be a 
lattice of sets. Let (M, +, _<) denote a totally ordered, commutative group with 
neutral element 0. A function h:F~M is called submodular, if h(S)+h(T)>_ 
h(S f~ T)+ h(SLJ T) for all S, TeF .  
The set of arcs leaving S c_ V is denoted by ~(S). The complement of S is denoted 
by S. For xeM e, A c_E, we define x(A):= ~eeA x(e). A vector xeM E satisfying 
x(~(S)) - x(fi(S)) < h(S) (S ~ F) 
is called submodular flow. With respect o lower and upper bounds on the arcs, i.e. 
l e (MU{-oo})  E, ue(MU{+oo})  E a submodular flow is called feasible, if 
l<x<u.  P denotes the set of all feasible, submodular flows. 
Originally, Edmonds and Giles [1977] use a more complicated family F of sets 
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in their description of P but due to results of Lovfisz [1977], Frank [1982] and 
Fujishige [1982], we may w.l.o.g, assume that F is a lattice of sets. 
Generalizing a result of Frank [1982], we gave a combinatorial feasibility 
characterization of P in Zimmermann [1982a]. 
Theorem 5.1. P is nonempty iff l(5(S)) - u(5(S))<h(S) for all SeF.  
Therefore, we consider the family 
P(S) := {x [ l(5(S)) - h(S) < x(5(S)), l<_x<_ u} 
for SeF. 
Lemma 5.2. P is nonempty iff P(S)4:O for all SeF. 
Proof. If xeP ,  then xeP(S) for all SeF. On the other hand, if P(S):~O, say 
xeP(S)  then 
l(5(S) - h(S) < x(O(S)) < u(5(S)). 
Therefore, if P(S)--/:O for all SeF, then by Theorem 5.1, P~:~3. [~ 
Let (N, <)  be a totally ordered set. We consider residuated share functions 
fe: Me~Ne, eeE  where Me= [l(e),u(e)] and where Ne:= {yeNly> fe(l(e)) }. The 
submodular flow sharing problem is 
z* := min{f(x) lx e P} (5.1) 
where f(x) := max{fe(x(e)) [ e e E} is assumed to attain its minimum on P, provided 
that P~:IJ. We assume that 
z(S) := min{ f (x ) [xeP(S)}  
are attained for some xeP(S)  if P(S)--/:O. These lower bounds z(S) will be used in 
a dual method for solving the submodular flow sharing problem. 
Theorem 5.3. I f  P~=O, then 
max z(S) = minf(x). 
SeF  xeP  
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2. [] 
A rough description of the dual method is as follows. For some lower bounds, 
f(l)<_z<_z *, we apply the shortest augmenting path method (cf. Frank [1981b] or 
Zimmermann [1982a], [1982b]) in order to construct either a feasible solution of 
R(t~) := {x • P I x_< #} 
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where ~(e) := min(u(e),fe+(Z)) for e e E or, if R(~) = 0, some S • F with 
a(~(S)) < l(~(g)) - h(S). (5.2) 
If R(~)¢0,  then R(t~) is the set of all optimal submodular flows for the sub- 
modular flow sharing problem. Otherwise, we determine a new bound z(S):= 
min{f(x)[xeP(S)}. Due to (5.2), that bound strictly increases the current lower 
bound, i.e., z<z(S)<_z*. Since IFI is finite the method terminates after a finite 
number of steps. 
Let e ~ E. The shortest augmenting path method solves the maximum submodular 
flow problem 
max{x(e) Ix e P }. (5.3) 
Here, Theorem 5.1 implies a theorem of the max-flow min-cut type which will be 
useful below. 
Theorem 5.4. Let P ¢ 0, let e ~ E and let a e [l(e), u(e)]. Then a feasible, submodular 
flow x with x(e)>_ e exists if and only if 
a<_h(S) + u(~(S))- I(~(S) \ {e}) 
for all S e F with e e ~(S). 
For the determination of an initial feasible submodular flow, auxiliary problems 
of the form (5.3) can be formulated for which an initial feasible submodular flow 
is easily found and for which any maximum submodular flow is a feasible sub- 
modular flow of the original problem. We apply that approach to construct a 
feasible solution of R(t~). 
We consider the digraph G'=(V',E') with V':=VU{r,s}, E':=EU{rs}U 
{st) I v ~ V}. Lower bounds - oo and upper bounds 0 are attached to the new arcs. 
We augment F to a larger lattice F '  by sets V', g and {s} 13S for all S ~ F, and we 
continue h to a submodular set function h ' :F '~M by h'(V')=h'(g)=O, and by 
h'({s} US)=h(S) for S~F. Let P' denote the set of all feasible submodular flows 
in G'. Then P'¢0. Letf( l )<z<z*. An initial xcP '  is chosen in the following man- 
ner: x(e) := f+ (z) for all e~E, x(e) :=y for all other arcs e-%rs, and 
x(rs) := ~o~ vX( so)" In fact, if y is chosen small enough, then xcP ' .  Clearly, xeP '  
is partitioned into components w and y with respect o the new and the original arcs. 
Now, x< ~ where ~(e):= min(u(e),fe+(Z)) for e ~E, and t~(e):= 0 otherwise. Let 
R'(a):={xeP'lx<_a}. 
Then, R(f i )¢0 if and only if there exists x~R'(fi) with x(rs)=O. 
Starting with the above initial solution, we apply the shortest augmenting path 
method for solving 
a = max{x(rs) [x~ R'(fi)} 
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for some initial lower bound z,f(l)<_z<z*. The method returns a maximum sub- 
modular flow x--  (w, y), and some Xe  F '  with rs e cY(V \ X )  satisfying 
a = h'(X) + ~t(g'(X)) - l(g'( V' \ X )  \ {rs}), 
where ¢5'(x) denotes the set of all arcs leaving XC V' in the graph G'. Let 
S :=X \ {s}. Then SeF ,  and 
a = h(S) + a(6(s ) )  - ]( ,~(g)).  
If a < 0 then, due to Theorem 5.1, R(fi) = 0. Otherwise, R(fi) is the set of all optimal 
submodular flows. 
5.5. Dual method for submodular f low sharing 
1. Find initial lower bound _z, f(l)<-z<-z*; f i(e):=0 for all eEE ' \E .  
2. ~(e):=min{u(e),fe+(Z)} for all eeE.  
3. Find an optimal solution x of the maximum submodular flow problem 
a := max{x(rs) [x e R'(~)} 
and XeF '  with r se6(V ' \  X); 
let S:=X\  {s}. 
4. If a=O stop (x=(w,y); yeR(~)  is an optimal solution) 
if P(S) = 0 stop (P = 0). 
5. Solve the knapsack sharing problem 
z(S) := min{ f (x)  lx e p(s)}; 
z := z(S) and go to 2. 
The dual method is finite if the knapsack sharing problem in Step 5 admits a finite 
solution method. The complexity of Step 3 is O((]VI5+]VI3IE]) • t) where O(t) is 
the complexity of minimizing a submodular set function (cf. Zimmermann [1982b]). 
That polynomial bound is achieved when using lexicographic shortest paths as pro- 
posed by Frank [1981b]. We observe that the maximum submodular flow determin- 
ed in Step 3 can be used as initial solution of the maximum submodular flow pro- 
blem in the subsequent i eration. 
For bottleneck share functions the method is of complexity O(]E]) times the com- 
plexity of Step 3. In this case it generalizes a method proposed in Zimmermann 
[1982b]. 
For network circulations the max-min version of the method specializes to the 
method of Brown [1983]. For transportation networks and linear share functions 
it yields a polynomial method described in Ichimori et al. [1982]. 
The dual method may be merged with the 'parametric'  approach described in Sec- 
tion 2 in order to derive a polynomial method for submodular flow sharing pro- 
blems with linear share functions. In Step 1, we additionally derive an initial upper 
bound bound :L say z < z* - :L  For ease of description, we assume that those bounds 
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are tight enough to ensure that t~(e) defined in Step 2 by 
~(e):=min{u(e),fe+(Z)} (eeE,  z<_z<_~) (5.4) 
either is u(e) or f+(z) for all z considered. In Step 3 we apply a 'parametric' version 
of the shortest augmenting path method which pauses whenever comparison of 
'parametric' data a + zb, a'+ zb' calls for a reduction of the current interval [_z, ~]. 
Then, b ~e b' and z' = (a -  a ' ) / (b - b') e (z, ~). We solve the maximum submodular 
flow problem 
a(z') := max{x(rs) I xe  
with 6 defined by (5.4) for z:=z' .  If a (z ' )=0,  then :~:=z'. Otherwise, let X(z ' )  
denote the corresponding set of F'. S :=X(z' )  \ {s}. We solve the knapsack sharing 
problem 
z_ : = z(S) : = min { f (x)  I x e P(S) }. 
Then, the parametric method is restarted on the reduced interval. Finally, the 
parametric method returns X(z) and a(z) for all z e [_z,~].Then 
z* = min{z Itz(z) = O} 
and x(z*) lc yields an optimal solution. The method is of polynomial complexity 
though the derived bound, i.e., the square of the bound known for the shortest 
augmenting path method, is not very promising. 
For integral variables and linear share functions the 'parametric' approach seems 
to fail. In order to derive a polynomial method one may add Tamir's approach (cf. 
Tamir [1982]). The complexity of the resulting method is IEI times the square of 
the complexity of the shortest augmenting path method. 
6. Perfect b-matching sharing 
Matching problems establish a class of well-solved combinatorial optimization 
problems not covered by submodular flow problems. The convex hull of all (in- 
tegral) b-matchings i characterized by linear constraints in Edmonds and Johnson 
[1970]. A polynomial method for minimizing linear objective functions on b- 
matchings is the blossom method of Edmonds and Johnson [1970]. That method 
provides a constructive proof of the mentioned linear characterization. For a non- 
constructive proof, we refer to Ar~ioz, Cunningham, Edmonds and Green-Krotki 
[19831. 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. For S c_ V, 
~(S) denotes the set of all edges with exactly one endpoint in S, and y(S) denotes 
the set of all edges with both endpoints in S. G is endowed with arc capacities 
u :E - 'NU{~},  and with vertex demands b: V-,IN. Then, x :E - 'Y_  is called a 
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(capacitated) b-matching (in G) if 
x(~(o))+ 2x(7(o))<_b(v) (o~ V) (6.1) 
and O<_x<_u. Let P(u) denote the set of all b-matchings. The convex hull of P(u) 
is characterized by adjoining the blossom inequalities to (6.1), i.e. 
x(7(T)UF)<_½(b(T)+u(F)-I) ((T,F)~B) (6.2) 
where B denotes the set of all (T,F) with To_ V, Fc_O(T) and odd b(T)+u(F). 
Another important result of Edmonds and Johnson [1970] is that the complete 
system of inequalities i totally dual 'half'-integral, which, in particular implies that 
the dual LP of the maximum (capacitated) b-matching problem 
a := max{x(E) Ix ~ P(u)} (6.3) 
admits half-integral dual optimal solutions, i.e., all its components are drawn from 
½77. The dual of (6.3) is 
min yT b + zV h + WTU 
subject to y_>0, Z_>0, w_>0, and to the covering constraints 
y(o)+2 ~ y(o)+ ~ z(T,F)+w(e)>_l 
eEl(o) eE y(o) e~y(T)UF  
for all e e E, where h(T, F):= ½(b(T)+ u(F)- 1) for all (T, F )e  B. Since b, h an u are 
nonnegative, there exist dual optimal solutions with all components drawn from 
{0,½, 1}. We call a dual feasible (0,½, 1)-solution (y, z, w) a cover. That naming is 
motivated by the covering constraints. The non-zero variables of a cover correspond 
to arc sets, i.e., y(v) to a(v) and 7(v), z(T,F) to y(T)UF,  and w(e) to {e}, the arcs 
of which are (half-) covered according to the value of the respective variable. The 
capacity of a cover C = C(y, z, w) is 
C[u] :=yTb + zT h + wTu. 
A minimum cover is a cover of minimum capacity with respect o u. Let SC denote 
the set of all covers. Then, a= min{C[u]lCe SC}. The blossom method applied to 
the maximum b-matching problem returns both a maximum b-matching and a 
minimum cover C. 
A b-matching is called perfect, if 
x(a(v)) + 2 x(y(v)) = b(v) (v e V). (6.4) 
Then, 2 x(E) = b(V). Thus, a trivial necessary condition for the existence of perfect 
b-matchings i b(V) even. Let P*(u) denote the set of all perfect b-matchings. Then, 
P*(u) 4:0 if and only if 
½b(V)<C[u] (C~SC). (6.5) 
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That nice combinatorial characterization of the existence of perfect b-matchings 
provides the basis for the following development of a dual method for solving the 
perfect b-matching sharing problem 
a*  :-- min{f(x) lx~ P*(u)} (6.6) 
where f(x) := max{fe(x(e)) ]e s E} with isotone functions fe : [0, u(e)]--'N~, with 
Ne= {yeN[y>-fe(O) } for all e~E, and with totally ordered set (N, _<). Let 
R(C) := {xe U 1½b(V) - yTb - zTh <-- wTx, O<_X<_ U} (6.7) 
for all covers C= C(y, z, w). Similar to results in the previous sections, we derive 
Lemma 6.1. (a) P*(u) c_ R(C) for all covers C. 
(b) P*(u):/:O if and only if R(C):/:O for  all covers C. 
Therefore, we find suitable lower bounds from the relaxations 
a(C) := rain{/(x) Ix ~ R(C)} (6.8) 
for all covers C. Similar to results in the previous sections, we get a strong duality 
theorem. 
Theorem 6.2. I f  P*(u) =/=0, then 
max z(C)= rain f(x). 
C~ SC x ~ P*(u) 
In order to establish a reasonable initial lower bound a, one may evaluate the in- 
teger knapsack sharing problems (6.8) for some covers. For example, let Cs,, p ~ V, 
denote the cover given by z := 0 and by 
I l, e~y(p),  
w(e):= ½, ee~(/z), 
0, otherwise, 
Y(o) :=I0 ½', v~:p.v=P' 
Then, 
a(C~) = min{ f(x) ] b(v) <-x(d(v)) + 2 x(y(v)), O<x<_ u, x ~ Z E } 
yields the initial bound a= max{ct(Cl,)Ilz ~V}. 
6.3. Dual method for perfect b-matching sharing 
1. a:=max{a(cDlu~ v}. 
2. fi(e):=min{u(e),fe+(a)} for all e~E. 
3. Find a maximum b-matching X" 
X(E) = max{x(E) ] x ~ P(fi)} 
and a minimum cover C with respect o ft. 
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4. If 2(E)=½b(V) stop (R is optimal). 
If R(C) = 0 stop (P*(u) = 0). 
5. Determine a(C); a := a(C ) and go to 2. 
We observe that a < a(C) in Step 5 since 
½ b(V) > R(E) = yTb + zXh + wVfi 
for the current cover C = C(y, z, w). Therefore, the method terminates after a finite 
number of iterations. Clearly, the maximum b-matching ~ determined in Step 3 is 
used as initial solution for the maximum b-matching problem in the subsequent 
iteration. Since the blossom method of Edmonds and Johnson [1970] is of  
polynomial complexity, say O(p), an iteration of the dual method is finite resp. 
polynomial provided that the knapsack sharing problem in Step 5 admits a finite 
resp. polynomial solution method. In particular, we get an O(]E[ .  P)-method for 
bottleneck share functions. For linear share functions, an iteration is is of  complexi- 
ty O(n 2 +p) but no polynomial bound on the number of  iterations is known in 
general. Similar to the 'parametric' algorithm described in Section 5 for submodular 
flow sharing, we can derive an O(pZ)-method provided that all linear share func- 
tions are defined by fe(x(e)) := x(e) + (~e with Oe E~ ~' for e e E. 
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